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 Match the Meaning  
 
Draw a line from the word to match the correct meaning. 
 

medication official papers  

rescind items you keep to remember someone or something  

emergency things to keep yourself neat and clean  

toiletries officially end something  

alert an unexpected and dangerous situation  

documents an alarm or danger signal 

keepsakes something used to treat a disease or ease pain  

 
Use some of the words above to make sentences. 
 
1. _________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. _________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. _________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. _________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Spelling 
 
Circle the correct spelling of the word. 

1. Every year, there are ( hundreds / hendreds ) of wildfires in B.C. 
2. Wildfires ( distroy / destroy ) homes, buildings and land. They can kill 

people and ( enimals / animals ). 
3. ( Lightning / Lightening ) strikes cause 60 per cent of wildfires. People 

start the other 40 per cent. 
4. Pack a bag with (closes / clothes ), medication and toiletries for several 

days. 
5. Prepare to take ( importent / important ) documents and keepsakes. 

 Write about it  
 
Do you live in a place where wildfires happen often? How would you feel 
if you needed to evacuate your home? Write your answers in complete 
sentences. 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
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Answers 
Match the Meaning 
 
medication - something used to treat a disease or ease pain   
rescind - officially end something 
emergency - an unexpected and dangerous situation  
toiletries - things you use to help keep yourself neat and clean 
alert - an alarm or danger signal 
documents - official papers   
keepsakes - items you keep to help you remember someone or something   
 
Spelling 
 
1. Every year, there are ( hundreds / hendreds ) of wildfires in B.C. 
2. Wildfires ( distroy / destroy ) homes, buildings and land. They can kill people and 

( enimals / animals ). 
3.( Lightning / Lightening ) strikes cause 60 per cent of wildfires. People start the other 40 

per cent. 
4. Pack a bag with (closes / clothes ), medication and toiletries for several days. 
5. Prepare to take ( importent / important ) documents and keepsakes. 
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